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Why' end of ownership' carriesa cost
By Eric C.Evarts
Staff writer of The Chris~an Science Monitor

or consumers, the Information
Age is about more than convenience - or even low prices. It's
about turning them from consumers to mere users.
That's the message of Jeremy
Rtlkin, noted social critic and author of
"Age of Access," (Putnam, 2000).
"We're not consumers
anymore.
We're clients" who buy short-term access to whatever we need, Mr. Rtlkin
said in an interview on a visit to Boston
recently.
That development, not online shopping or the spread of cellular phones,
is the crux of the change brought by the .
information revolution.
The role of consumers is evolving so
dramatically because ownership is becoming outmoded, Rtlkin says.
"Why would anyone want to own,
when whatever you acquire is immediately either obsolescent or up&raded?"
he asks.
.
One result: People today tend to
focus on acquiring experiences, not
things. '1\t dinner, they're not talking

about their acquisitions like my par- .
companies want to buy your time
ents did," says Rtlkin. "They're talking
"through memberships, retainers,sub~
about what new experience they had."
scriptions, and leases," he says.
Travel, food, music, "isn't it all about
People accept the annoyanc~ becatise
experiences people share?"
"Goods. are metamorphosing
into
they are looking for'" convenien~~agai11st
all the difficult decisions they have to
services," he says.
make," he says.
.
".
.1\vo examples are car leasing and
People can also become dependen:bqn
cellphone plans that include phones..
these services, however, and torget how
The companies know you'll be back in
to do things for themselves, he\.vatns.
two years to rehew your relationship.
And 'while.technology save~u$time
And in the meantime, they collect huge
onrrlanytrivial tasks, the tenqency is to
sums of data about your life.
expect that time savings in oth~rareas of
Rtlkin is no fan of the age of access.
our lives as well.
!,
While the trend may be unstoppable,
he believes Americans need to reexam::i\skYQurself:
Would you~vertFeat
ine where it's taking them and whether
someone. you Gare for 'efficie'ntly'?" he
, says.
they want to take their own lives in a
"Everyone I know thinks they have
different direction. He cites a litany of
CHARLESTASNADVAP
less and less time with more and more
concerns, from privacy to the question
reflected in the subtitle of his book:
RIFKIN: Technology streamlines tasks,
i technology"
even business leaderl3 re~
"Why yoti spend more and own less." he says, but also means we're becoming
sponsible for inventing new time-saving
! technologies,
he says.
.
too coldly 'efficient' in human relations.
By its very nature, the Information
"When I ask: 'Do you think the qualAge erodes personal privacy, he says.
ity of your life and your family is in'1\ild they actually mean it!," he says.
Mer she bought a car receJ;ltly,Rilkin's .
creasing in direct proportion to the techwife got a call from the salesman wish- "It's an oxymoron!'
nology you ... are introducing?' To a
The most precious commodity in
ing her a happy birthday, he says.
person, they all say, 'No, the quality oflife
Companies call it "customer inti- the age of access is people's time. And
macy," or "client intimacy!'
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is deteriorating.'

»

And it's leaving most of the world be-

hind, he 'says. ''This divide betWeenthe .
connected and the disconnected
is worse than the divide between
sessed and the dispossessed,
says, "because here there's no

actually
the pos» Rifkin
commu-

nication between the two groups,"

.

He maintains that 62 percent of' all
the human beings on this, earth have
never made a telephone call and 40 percent have no electricity. But it's not tech. nology that. discriminates,
And Rifkin
says he doesn't reject the technology.
"Up to now this debate [on] the new
technology has been about software,
hardware," Rifkin says. 'i\nd are you for
progress or are you a Luddite? These are
sophomoric debates. The issue is, how
do we g~t a handle on what we want from
this tecl:1noJogy revolution? We need to
as}{ the'Hght questions: Iiow m,!ch of
o~ life is going to be commerCial, t,ltilitartan, expedient? .And how much is intrinsic, spiritucl1? We need to master it -"
not let it niaster us."
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